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Foreword
In the last months I have been working on a new creative project called
WeArtFriends. I have a dream of a WeArtFriends creative community of
poets, writers, artists, photographers, musicians and theatre practitioners,
who share, create and experience together free art. And step by step this
dream has started to evolve and take shape, the first manifestation of which
is the 1st issue of the bimonthly Doorway to Art online magazine!
WeArtFriends will also feature poems, short stories, book reviews, interviews
with authors, artists and creative people, and more. We meet and communicate in the free realms of cyber space. We are not bound by the limitations of
space and time. We share and help each other to become better in different
aspects – better at what we do or better known by our respective audiences.
I would like to thank the first contributors of Doorway to Art for their time,
for the openness of heart, for the enthusiasm and soul they put not only in
the interviews but also in sharing their novels, poems, paintings and drawings!
Thank you, Mike Wells, Frankie Writez, Nicholas Trandahl, Lynne Fisher, Isabelle Kenyon, Eden Sleepwalker, P. Wesley Lundburg, Bianca Bowers and Joss
Sheldon! Special thanks to Eden Sleepwalker for the graphic design of the first
issue of Doorway to Art.

Dear readers,
Lynne Fisher
Border Country II,
acrylic on canvas
30cm x 30cm

Should you want to become part of this community, do stay in touch
and follow our website www.we-art-friends.com or our Twitter account
@WeArtFriends.
Join our mailing list to stay tuned at www.we-art-friends.com
Stay inspired and keep transforming your dreams into art!
Enjoy the read!



Galya Varna
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Mike, you have written
extensively in your blog
about the pros and cons
of both traditional and indie publishing. Currently
your books can be found
only online and you even
offer your audience ebooks “autographed” by
you. Have you thought of
offering your novels as
printed books?
I have experimented with
this—I published Lust, Money & Murder 1, 2 & 3 as
one volume on paper several years ago. It doesn’t
sell. Ebook copies of that
novel outsell the paperback something like 400 to
1. Even though people will
tell you it’s “easy” now to
publish paperbacks, it’s not.
To do it right takes a lot of
thought and attention to
detail, and time. My read►

Mike Wells

Author of
“Unputdownable” Novels
Before meeting author Mike Wells in cyberspace,
I knew little to nothing about the world of Indie publishing. With the book series Lust, Money & Murder
I have gradually turned into a big Mike Wells fan.
Interview by @GalyaVarna



Mike Wells is an American
bestselling author of over
25 “unputdownable” thriller
and suspense novels, including Lust, Money & Murder and Passion, Power
& Sin. He is also known for
his young adult books, such
as The Mysterious Disappearance of Kurt Kramer,
The Wrong Side of the
Tracks, and Wild Child,
which are used by English
teachers in high schools and

colleges worldwide. Formerly a screenwriter, Wells has
a fast-paced, cinematic writing style. His work is often
compared to that of the late
Sidney Sheldon, with strong
and inspiring female heroes,
tightly-written scenes, engaging action/dialogue, and
numerous plot twists. He
currently lives in Europe and
has taught in the Creative
Writing program at the University of Oxford.

“

ers have repeatedly told me
they would rather me spend
my time writing new ebooks
rather than going back and
publishing all my previous
books on paper.
Your readers use different
routes to find
your books online. Could you
share some key
secrets of maintaining a good
author-reader
relationship in
the cyber world?
I think the most
important thing
for an author is making
yourself accessible. Interacting with your readers.
I think some authors are
shy or afraid that readers
will suck up too much time

Black
Widow,
Book 10,
the Lust,
Money &
Murder
Series

►

►

My readers have repeatedly told me they would
rather me spend my time writing new ebooks
rather than going back and publishing all my
previous books on paper.”
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“

wanting to chitchat, but I
haven’t found this to be the
case. Readers are generally intelligent people, and
they’re busy, too. My experience is that they don’t
want to spend a lot of time
chitchatting with authors,
either. They just want to
be able to say hello or tell
you that they enjoyed your
book or ask you when a new

on many topics related
with the creative process.
In one of the posts you
use the expression “less is
more”. How does it feel “to
kill your darlings” when it
comes to cutting parts of
your text in the editing
process?
Killing darlings always hurts,
but it hurts less now than
it used to. This is because

It builds great rapport if you’re there to respond
and answer your readers’ questions.”
book will be out, these kind
of things. It builds great
rapport if you’re there to
respond and answer your
readers’ questions. And it
gives you a clearer idea of
what your readers want,
what you should focus on to
please them. Also, I think it’s
crucial to thank any reader
who shares or promotes or
reviews any of your books,
if you know about it.
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I tell myself that my books
are better, overall, without them, and they are. I
also remind myself that the
reader will never know the
darling was there to begin
with, so from their point of
view, nothing is “missing.”
I owe my wife big time for
this—she has read zillions
of novels, far more than
I have, and has a gift for
knowing what fits, what’s
relevant to the story, and
►Your blog offers advice what needs to be cut. I alto other aspiring writers ways listen to her.

►And

now, I think it is not
a secret that I am a huge
Lust, Money & Murder series fan and would like to
use this opportunity to
ask you some questions
about this series in particular. How did the story
of Secret Service agent
Elaine Brogan appear? Did
it start with a situation, a
scene, an image?
This story was hatched one
day when I happened to
read an article about “supernotes”—fake U.S. $100
bills that were so accurately forged that even Secret Service agents could
not tell them from genuine
banknotes. Everything else

flowed from that—I thought
it would be interesting to
create a female agent with
an incredible eye for detail
who could tell the difference. Voila!—Elaine Brogan
was born.
Then I needed a villain to
produce the counterfeits, so
I created Giorgio Cattoretti,
a flashy, larger-than-life Italian counterfeiter of all kinds
of things, including paper
money.
do you enjoy most
about character development?
Actually, I don’t do a lot of
character development, per
se. My characters develop

From left
to right:
Forbidden
series, The
Drive-by
Wife series,
Passion,
Power &
Sin series

►What

►
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organically from the plot.
It’s my belief that a person’s
character, at least the most
important aspects, are the
sum total of all the decisions
they have made since the day
they were born. I believe it’s
true both in fiction and in real
life. So, to use Elaine Brogan
as an example—she decided
to become a model (which
failed), she decided to stand
up to the corrupt modeling
agency director and demand
her money back (which puts
her father in jail), she decided to join the Secret Service to track down the man
and punish him, etc. Each of
these decisions brings her
character more and more
into focus, what kind of person she is. These decisions
are dictated by the plot of
the story, which comes first.
I write plot-driven fiction,

“
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where plot has priority over
everything else.
Having said all that, I do add
details to characters for the
purpose of fitting the plot,
such as Elaine’s eye for detail.
Sometimes other idiosyncrasies are supplied to make a
character clash with others
in the story. A good example
would be Dmitry’s desire to
sleep in his car and his aversion to staying in expensive
hotels. These kind things
sometimes add humor, and I
enjoy putting them in.
►In

all Lust, Money & Murder books you create really
intricate plots with lots of
twists and turns. Do you
plan your plots in detail in
advance or do you go scene
by scene, leaving the story
to follow its own natural
course?

Good fictional dialogue is short and bounces
back and forth between characters, like a tennis
ball. In real life people rarely give speeches to
each other except in auditoriums.”

10

I do a combination of both. I
start with a very simple outline, less than one page and
I think I know where the story will go, and I think I know
how it will end. But I’m not
sure. When I actually start
writing it, scene by scene,
all kinds of new twists and
turns present themselves
that I would never think of
up at the outline level.
►In

your novels dialogue
is very organic and character speech feels natural.
What do you think are the
biggest dialogue traps that
aspiring authors fall into?
Well, the first thing fiction
writers have to learn is that
good dialogue is an illusion—it
sounds like real dialogue, but
it actually isn’t. My first writing teacher always quipped
that good fictional dialogue
is Real Life Dialogue’s Greatest Hits. In commercial fiction, which has the primary
goal of entertaining readers,
the ordinary, ho-hum chitchat that takes place in real
life is cut out. In literary fiction, you can get away with

it, but rarely in commercial
fiction. Readers want to be
transported out of their ordinary lives into the extraordinary, and casual, mundane
conversation just doesn’t do
that. Social introductions between characters, for example, need to be
cut very, very
short or made
meaningful
or
provide strong
characterization.
For
example,
“Giorgio, please
meet Elaine Brogan.” Smiling radiantly, the suave
Italian bent down
and kissed her
hand. Another
mistake new writers often
make is having the characters give long speeches to
each other, often including
information that they already
know and wouldn’t naturally
repeat aloud. This is a well
meant but clumsy attempt to
transmit that information to
the reader. Example (of what
not to do): “Hello, son, did
you hear back from Stanford,

Baby Talk
series, The
womb has
ears

►
11
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your number one choice of
all the schools you applied
to this year?” Good fictional
dialogue is short and bounces back and forth between
characters, like a tennis ball.
In real life people rarely give
speeches to each other except in auditoriums.
One other thing new writers tend to do (by the way
I have done all these things
myself) is to overwrite dia-

“

the evocative settings you
create in your novels. How
much are you involved in
the design of your book
covers?
I design my book covers myself. They may not be as good
as professionally designed
covers, probably aren’t. But
to me, the purpose of a book
cover is to 1) make it stand
out among the thousands
of others, and 2) reflect the

I spend hours and hours writing, rewriting,
editing and honing until the story reads exactly
like I want it to. However, because I love
writing, I don’t really see it as work.”
logue, telling the reader
what is already inherent in
the spoken words. Example:
“Get your hands off me!”
she said angrily. We already
know she’s angry—we don’t
need to be told. Overwriting
causes the dialogue to lose
its punch. Less is more.

12
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general “feeling” of the book.
So that’s what I try to achieve
when I design my covers.
►You

have written more
than 25 books and although your free-flowing
writing style leaves the
reader with the impression
that everything just comes
►You have shared that you easy to you, this is a lot of
are also a painter and this work and you have to be
is definitely reflected in very organized. How do

you instill self-discipline?
This is a good question, and
writing is very hard work
indeed. I spend hours and
hours writing, rewriting, editing and honing until the
story reads exactly like I
want it to. However, because
I love writing, I don’t really
see it as work.
About the discipline aspect,
I’m not sure that applies
in my case. Most mornings
I’m excited about diving in
and continuing the story I’m
working on. I think this is because I try to create character conflicts I think are interesting and that I don’t quite
know how will play out. For
example, Elaine Brogan falls
madly in love with a man who
turns out to be corrupt (she
thinks), and under investigation. How will this play
out? Or, when her mother
shows up on her doorstep, a
mother who abandoned her
when she was only ten, and
asks for her help. For me,
when I seat myself in front
of my computer each day,
it’s like turning on one of my
favorite TV series and seeing

what will happen
next, even though
I’m the one writing
it. That may sound
weird, but it’s true.
So using this approach, motivation
to finish writing
long books is not a
problem for me.
►In

other interviews you have shared that
you do a lot of research for
your novels as they touch
upon very specific topics
like counterfeiting, diamonds mining, fine arts
and so on. Which part of
the research was the most
personally interesting to
you?
Well, all of the research is
interesting to me. So interesting, in fact, that if I’m
not careful, I forget that I’m
doing book research and
can just spend hours reading stuff online! I think my
favorite part is when I run
across something which
gives me a new subplot idea
or a twist in the story, which
happens a lot.

Wild Child
series,
Bestselling
Paranormal
Thriller

►

13
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►Your

characters are multilingual and in your books
you use phrases in different
languages that are integrated naturally in the text. One
last question for the present
interview – have you thought
of offering some or all of your
novels in other languages for
non-English speaking audiences?
This is similar to your first
question about printing books
on paper. The problem with
translations is not the translation itself, it’s marketing the
translated book, which also
has to be done in the target
language, and conducted in
the local market where that
language is spoken. Very few

ISSUE 1

people want to do that part of
the job, and I certainly can’t
do it myself. I think marketing is the hardest part of being an indie author. No marketing, no sales. The first
Lust, Money & Murder trilogy was translated into Chinese quite a while ago, and I
don’t think it’s sold more than
ten copies in China. Why?
No marketing. The company
that did the translation either
doesn’t know how to market
it or simply chooses not to for
whatever reason. So that’s the
situation with foreign translations and indie authors. Foreign partners who are willing
to translate and market are
few and far between.
►Thank you very much, Mike,

►

You can find Mike Wells on:
Website: www.mikewellsbooks.com
Twitter @MikeWellsAuthor
Facebook

►

Buy his books on Amazon:
Amazon

14

for this interview!
I’ve really enjoyed this interview and appreciate the opportunity to be here! You
asked quite detailed questions
that were interesting and fun
to answer. I wish you great
success with your blog and all
your writing projects!
Thank you!



Lynne Fisher
“Age Of Elegance I”,
acrylic on canvas
20cm x 20cm
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Frankie Writez

An American Prose
& Poetry Princess
Frankie Writez was raised in the heart of Kansas
City, MO. From the moment she put pencil to paper,
she accepted writing as her gift. After performing on
stage for her Spoken Word poetry, she has decided
to put her poetry into books for the world to enjoy.
Interview by @GalyaVarna

We met with @FrankieWritez on Twitter and I
had the privilege of reading and reviewing her first
poetry book Poetry Is my
Therapy. Tell us a little
about yourself, Frankie.
First of all, I’d like to thank
you for taking the time out for
this interview. I’m honored.
My name is @FrankieWritez
and I’m from Kansas City,
MO, born and raised with 3
16

older brothers and no sisters.
As you can imagine, it was
hard growing up around all
boys without a single girl to
talk to. That’s when I started
talking to Poetry.
You have been blogging
for quite a few years – could
you, please, tell our readers some lessons you have
learnt about blogging?
One of the biggest lessons
►

I’ve learned with blogging, is
if you’re going to write about
anything, make it interesting!!! Also make sure it is consistent. Lastly, write for your
audience, not for you! What
do your readers want to know
about your niche that only you
can teach them?
► Readers

and other writers
alike are usually interested
in the creative process itself.
What makes you sit down
and write, Frankie?
Well, for me, my writing is accompanied with music. When
I get ready to write, I will
play music in the background
and listen to my heart for the
words. Because it’s hard to
express myself verbally, I’ve
buried my feelings in a deep
sinkhole. Like a snake charmer getting a snake to rise out
of the hole, music allows my
words to rise out of my soul.
That was a powerful image! How was your first
poetry book Poetry Is my
Therapy born? How did you
publish it?
Poetry Is My Therapy was
►

born from pain I
was tired of keeping
to myself. Over the
years I’ve come to
realize that sometimes our pain can
be someone else’s
salvation. I chose
to lay out MOST of
the demons on the
table in order to
help someone else
face theirs. If I can
help one person, I’ve done my
job. I decided to publish and
release it on my birthday, February 3rd, as a gift from me to
the world. From here on out, I
plan on releasing every book I
publish on my birthdate.

Poetry
Is my
Therapy,
Poetry
Book

► Along with writing you also

draw and sketch. Do these
two creative activities complement each other and in
what manner?
Absolutely! I believe that every artist is multi-talented. We
use many gifts to express our
truth. My artwork is a direct
reflection of my poetry. Sometimes when I write a poem, I
will create the artwork to accompany it. And other times, ►
17
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“

There’s so much I’d like
to express to my friends,
but honestly I don’t think
they’d truly understand.”
I’ll draw a sketch and compose a poem to go along with
the art. I love art!!!

ISSUE 1
1
ISSUE

of mouth. If you don’t already
have a brand or online presence established, it makes it
a little difficult to reach your
target audience. My biggest
lesson I’ve learned in this
process, is not to “sell” to
anyone. No one likes to be
sold to. Instead, find out who
would want to buy your product, and just talk to them!
Who buys books? People who
use Amazon Kindle, people
who still go the library, and
people who go to bookstores,
etc. In order to sell, you have
to go where your buyers are.

In your blog you offer
some tips for other online
businesses related with
digital marketing. How
have you been selling your
own book and what lessons
have you learned in the
► Are you working on a new
process?
The best way I’ve learned to writing or other creative
sell my product are by word project at the moment?
Definitely! I’m working on my
second book, Poetry Fulfilled
to be released in 2018. And
►
You can find the book Poetry Is my
I’m also working on an art
Therapy on:
portfolio for graphic design,
since that’s one of my maAmazon
jors in school. Once again, I
►
thank you for taking the time
You can also connect with
out. This was fun!!!
FrankieWritez on:
►

Twitter @FrankieWritez
Blog: www.frankiewritez.com
18

Thank you! Keep rising to
the light, Frankie Writez
and good luck! 		


Poems by

Frankie Writez

The poems are from her first poetry book Poetry Is my Therapy.

“

Last Cry
Words can’t quite explain how I feel at this moment
When you place expectations on people, it ends in
disappointment
You open up only to be let down
And no amount of pain compares to the kind you feel now
The same person who said they would love you to the end
Won’t bear the thought of even remaining your friend
So when someone shows you who they truly are, it’s best
that you believe them (Maya Angelou)
They know themselves better than you thought that you
perceived them

The same person who said they would
love you to the end
Won’t bear the thought of even remaining
your friend”
Those same people will try and convince you that you’re
secure
When all the while their intentions were less than pure
They’ll make you feel as though you’re the only one they
crave for
And that they’re the ones whom you’ve longed to save
your love for
But time and time again you got the hints that they were
wrong for you
19
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Like something told you that their heart never had the chance
to belong to you
Analyzing experiences that possibly could have led to this
Only leaves me with the dreaded unanswered questions list
What kind of heartless soul tears down the one that truly cared?
Only the type of evil one who never wanted to be there
But I never claimed to perfect, nor preached endless lies
But I was always the woman you saw when you gazed
at your side
I showed you compassion, when the rest of the world didn’t
And then you turn around and give back everything I’ve given?
The least you could’ve done was apologize for your faults
But instead you blame me for the destruction that tore us apart
So farewell to deception, yes, you got me one good time
But all my tears have drained out so
Consider this, My Last Cry

Set Me Free
Please, be my angel and just set me free
Many times I wonder how it would be if we never met
Late nights crying these never-ending rivers of tears leading
into the ocean of my love
Sometimes I felt like I was a pawn in your game in which I
could never win
My better judgment was clouded by your storms of misery
My soul has been corrupted by my scars of despair
Set me free
I suffer like a child without its mother
Longing for the comfort from someone who loves me
I can’t breathe when I’m with you
The pain you bring me grasps around my heart and strangles me
Like a snake wraps around its prey to destroy it
Let me go
20
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I hoped you would be the light when I couldn’t see and the
air when I couldn’t breathe
Now I realize you’re the eclipse blocking the sun of my future
You’re the smoke in my lungs of freedom
Suffocating
How much longer must I endure this Hardship??
Please, Be my angel and just set me free.

“

The wounds your weapons caused need
to be healed
Endless Cycle
Again and again I put myself in this position.
To receive mistreatment. wish I didn’t have feelings
I wish I didn’t get attached to people who only leave
The ones I want to hold on to, I want to find the strength to
let go of.
Do I deserve it? to be hurt?
Why am I putting my all into those who continue to give me
nothing?
All I do is open up. but to the wrong ones.
Sometimes I feel it’s best to shut everybody out.
no entry allowed to trespassers or wrongdoers
Unbelievable, this cycle is on the stage of repeat. didn’t I just
learn my lesson? or perhaps
I’m still learning. ignorant. dumb. blind. blind to the obvious
that’s set before me. deceit, and webs of lies is all that
surrounds me. trapped. caged. going crazy.
And the madness doesn’t regress in the depths of the mind.
So over and over you attempt to heal the pain.
But the cycle repeats itself again.
21
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Red Balloon
An apple-red colored, heart-shaped, reflective Mylar balloon..
floats effortlessly above the cubicle next to me. Still hovering
from a workplace celebration back on Valentine’s Day.
You can imagine the Heart’s a little crumbled and dented given
the time that’s passed…though, it still floats..
Being weighed down by the arm of the chair by the desk, and
being swayed from side to side and jerked around from the air
conditioning from the blasting vents… Disrupting it’s natural
state; freedom.
But no matter how much it’s dented, how much it’s weighed
down, or how much it’s pushed around, this balloon still tries
to rise towards the sky..
It’s only doing what it was made to do; Rise..
I could learn a lot from this balloon...

“

But no matter how much it’s dented, how much
it’s weighed down, or how much it’s pushed around,
this balloon still tries to rise towards the sky.
Dam
You hold it all in
Like a dam
Stones strong and standing stall
Protecting the outside from getting washed up
from what’s on the inside
Trying to prevent collide
The waves of the pain, the pressure caves
No escaping the inevitability
Sooner or later the walls come crashing down
Anger, grief, despair pouring through
No one understands it, not even you

22

Lynne Fisher
“Berries”,
acrylic on canvas
40cm x 40cm
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Nicholas Trandahl

A Poet with a Quiet Role
of a Whisper
Nicholas Trandahl is an avid outdoorsman and credits
his many adventures and travels as the prime source of
inspiration for his writings. One is just as likely to find
him on a trail or beside a trout stream as sitting at his
writing desk with his old typewriter, a family heirloom.
Trandahl writes at the edge of the Black Hills of Wyoming, USA, where he lives with his wife and children.
Interview by @GalyaVarna

Nick, in your blog you call
the urge to write poems
“the poetry bug” that firmly attached itself to your
heart. What attracts you to
poetry over other literary
forms?
Poetry, to me, is the distillation of prose. It’s a challenge
24

to set a scene or present a
theme with the sparseness
of a few lines and a handful of words, and I feel like
I thrive as a writer when I’m
faced with that challenge.
Poetry is pure; it is honest.
I’m also pulled to reading
poetry for enjoyment over

other literary forms for the manity will again open its
same reasons.
mind back up to enjoy beauty, honesty, and simplicity. I
► You have shared that hope I’m still around to see
poetry has helped you sur- it when it happens.
vive in difficult situations.
How do you see you role ► You have published 6
as a poet in contemporary books - two poetry books
society?
(Lost Yellow and your
I see the role of a contem- newest collection of poporary poet as a quiet role, a ems Pulling Words), three
whisper. In a perfect world, novels (The Azure Wizard
poetry would still hold the – A Legend of the Fallen
same majesty that it once Baronies, Clark’s Turndid, but that’s not the world ing Leaf and An Uncomwe live in anymore. Poetry fortable Life) as well as a
struggles against the other collection of short
literary forms that top the stories – Cocktails
bestseller lists. But I write and Other Stories.
poetry because I must, re- How does the cregardless of its literary ac- ative process work
claim. I don’t mean to sound for you – does it
pessimistic about poetry. It’s start with an ima very important thing, one age, a feeling, an
of the most important things. idea? And could
Humanity has just entered a you please share
shallow stage where it’s not how writing poetry
entirely receptive to poetry, differs from writbut I do have hope that hu- ing prose for you? ►

“

Pulling
Words,
Newest
Collection
of Poems

For me, the creative process usually starts with
witnessing something simple and natural.”
25
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For me, the creative process usually starts with witnessing something simple
and natural. That can be an
image, a sight, art, food, an
emotion, or any number of
other different things. I’m
a poet that usually writes
about real places and experiences in the simplest and
most honest way I can. So,
the creative process usually
also involves a lot of travel
and adventure for me to
seek out new experiences
and sights that I wouldn’t
otherwise notice. I always
carry an old poetry journal
with me, so I’m always ready
to scribble down a few lines
or notes about whatever it
is that I’m lucky enough to
witness.
As for the differentiation
between writing poetry and
prose, poetry for me is rarely forced or difficult to write.
It’s a very natural expression for me. Prose certainly

“
26

takes more work, is less natural, and is usually less organic in its creation. That’s
not to criticize novels, short
stories, and prose. My favorite book is a novel, Anna
Karenina, not a poetry collection. However, in my own
creative process, no fiction
I’ve written compares to the
natural purity of the poetry
I’ve written.
On which online platforms and physical bookstores can readers find
your books?
All my books can be found
throughout most of the
world via Amazon.com,
Barnes & Noble, and several other online book retailers. Of course, nothing
beats selling them directly
to readers face-to-face at
my book-signings.
►

► Your readers and review-

ers share that your words

My ideal reader is someone that appreciates
new experiences and new horizons...”

have a “magical” touch.
Have you tried the magic
of the spoken word? Can
you see yourself in a poetry reading?
I’ve actually only read my
poetry aloud a handful of
times, partly because of
anxiety and partly because
I strongly see poetry as a
literary form and not a performance art. I’m aware
that spoken word poetry is
seeing a current boom in
popularity with poets doing
worldwide “poetry tours”
and such. That’s just not my
style. I’m one of those quiet
poets that lets their books
do their talking for them.
latest book Pulling
Words is a collection of
poems, taking the reader
on a journey through time
– your childhood in rural Virginia, your time as
a deployed soldier in the
Middle East, the beauty of
Wyoming and the quaint
charm of Martha’s Vineyard. Do you have an ideal
reader? Who is the first
reader of your poems?
► Your

My ideal reader is someone
that appreciates new experiences and new horizons,
someone that appreciates
the natural world, and the
gentle quietude of life. My
poetry is focused on those
themes, and a reader with
such ideals would best appreciate my words.
The first reader of my poems is almost always my
wife (my muse that I was
fortunate enough to make
my wife), unless I post a
small poem online before
she’s had a chance to read
it. However, any of my poems that are sent to my
publisher are first read by
her. My wife accompanies
me on most of my adven- ►

Cocktails
& Other
Stories,
Collection
of Shortstories (left),
Clark’s
Turning
Leaf, Novel
(right).
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tures and travels, so in a way
she’s always there when my
poems are first born. So, I
suppose, in a way she’s always my first reader.
In your blog you have
written extensively about
inspiration. What do you
think writers’ procrastination is related with?
Writer’s block or writer’s
procrastination has to do
primarily with commitment.
This is especially true of writing fiction because it takes
more time. As writers, we all
suffer from growing bored
with a work-in-progress
and getting new ideas that
►

►

You can find Nicholas Trandahl’s
books on Amazon:
Amazon

►

If you would like to contact Nick,
you can find him on:
Twitter @PoetTrandahl
Facebook
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we feel compelled to work
on instead. The secret is to
control that impulse to pursue a new idea. Writing is
work. Your manuscript requires your single-minded
focus. So jot down a note
of your idea, but then get
back to work on your current project. It needs you,
as its creator, to bring it into
the world.
What are you currently
working on?
I’ve recently sent the manuscript for my next poetry collection, Think of Me, to my
publisher, Winter Goose Publishing, and it’ll be published
in spring 2018. I also have 75
new poems being published
in a poetry compilation from
Swyers Publishing called
Heart of Courage, which
will be published in summer
2018. The manuscript that
I’m currently working on is
another poetry collection
with Winter Goose Publishing. It’s tentatively titled Echoes in the High Country and
is scheduled to be released in
spring 2019.

►

Poems by

Nicholas Trandahl

From his 2018 poetry collection Think of Me
TOMBSTONES AT EDGARTOWN
Edgartown is an old whaling town
on Martha’s Vineyard’s eastern shorebig white houses tucked against the sea.
When we first went to Edgartown,
clouds rolled in over a brassy sunset.
We hiked over the sand and beach grass
in the windy dusk, to the lighthouse.
When we next went to Edgartown,
we visited the old cemetery there.
Many of the tombstones were corroded by brinecenturies of salty sea air.
Moss and lichens covered some
like the granite boulders back home.
There were four old graves lined up in a rowa family.
The husband and wife died in their later years,
but their two sons were both lost at sea
a year apart from one anotherin consecutive Octobers.
Can you imagine the sorrow and silence
of that New England island home
in the years after those boys died?
I imagine the rooms dark and coldgrey Atlantic light seeping in
through unwashed windowsno more laughter of strong young men
eager to try their hand at whaling
in the cobalt vault of the seajust two silent parents
mourning their broken lives
as age overtakes them far too quickly.
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CUSP
A kind spring breeze moves
in the shadows of the bedroom.
It’s the middle of the morning,
and I’m holding my wife in bed.
The window curtains flow
like they’re underwater.
The click of the ceiling fan
is the only sound at first,
but then the edge of a curtain
licks the strings of my acoustic guitar
that stands in the corner of the roomone of its strings is broken,
and the instrument is neglected.
I bought that acoustic guitar
when I was completely broken,
but looking for my next steps.
It was early December,
but the Middle Eastern summer
and military inpatient wards in autumn
were fresh on my skin and my mind.
My first marriage was aflame,
and I had a room in a basement
in a South Dakota college town.
I remember when I first felt
the cool black body of that guitarabsently strummed those strings
that weren’t yet broken or dirty.
I hoped it could mean something
or somehow ignite a change in mean ember in the tinder of my ribs.
I was wearing a thin black jacket
that I bought down in El Paso
30

and a green and brown scarf
around my slender stalk of a neck.
The guy running the guitar shop
said that I reminded him of a beatnikall cool and poor in postwar New York
with a joint in thin lips, an empty wallet,
and poetic desire itching out.
But I wasn’t a beatnik or a pothead,
and I bought the guitar with cash.
I walked out of the basement shop,
a brand-new guitar case
pleasantly full upon my back,
and I climbed a stairwell
up onto the sidewalk on Main Street.
The sky was an imperfect whiteheavy with the promise of winter.
A bit of snow was whispering down.
I had a yellow journal in my pocket
that my sister sent to me
when I was deployedyellow has always calmed me.
That journal was steadily filling up
with my amateurish attempts at poetry.
Those first poems wouldn’t be published
until four years later.
What an amazing time that was
to still be drawing breathso vulnerable and full of possibility.
I was in my prologue back thenI was on the cusp of becoming
something better.
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NATURE WORDS
The world is broken.
But if it wasn’t
I’d say that I’d be grinning
when you came upon me
out in the warm summer woodsshafts of emerald light
pouring down on me,
a full pack upon my back
and walking stick in my grip.
I’d whisper secrets to youthings about the world,
things I’d discovered
that maybe you hadn’t yet.
And you might smell pipe smoke
upon all the nature words
that drift from the nest
of my russet beard
like pine pollen in the summer air.
I’d raise a fistful of moss
to my eager nose,
and then I’d raise it to yours.
In a world that wasn’t broken
we’d fill our lungs with gods.
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“

drinking the soup
with one gloved hand,
and cradling an M-16
in the other.”

SOUP IN THE DESERT
Winter chill.
Cold desert morningsomewhere outside El Paso.
Gloves oncamouflage layers.
Hungry cold soldiers
gathered around the mess tent
like weathered hobos
on Skid Row.
Each one of us are given
a ladleful of hot soup
in a Styrofoam cup.
No utensilsdrinking the soup
with one gloved hand,
and cradling an M-16
in the other.
The second-best meal
I’ve ever had.
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SPARKS
We’re simply hollowed out people
as we drive across the state linedown into Colorado.
I’m smoking a small cigar
and reading some Ginsberg.
The rugged spine of the Rockies
fills up the passenger window.
It’s summer, but the snow still
gleams
up on the peaks and in the
saddles.
The mountains are distant but
watchfullike slumbering titans.
My wife says they look fake
with their perfect white crownsshe says they look painted
onto the blue canvas of the sky.
Maybe we’ll see some things
that will change usmaybe those mountains,
maybe the gleaming heart
of downtown Denver,
maybe time with dear friends.
Maybe something meaningful
will strike some sparks
from the cold flint
of our broken hearts.

NIGHTTIME IN QATAR
Nighttime in Qatarnerves were shot long ago.

Three fingers of rum
in a plastic cupI drop in a couple Vicodin
and take a pull.
When I walk later,
trying to get to my bed,
the desert and the night
slide away from mea hot blurry world.
My life is tiltingprecariously.
There are no gods hereonly punishment and solitude.
A death is written up there
in the vastness of the stars
that I can’t see anymore.
OF MOSS AND SOIL
In another life I could be snapped
from the limbs of society.
I’d fall to the forest floor
and seep into the loam.
Only burrowing animals
could ever find me,
and also the slow roots
reaching out endlessly.
I’d never be consumed by wildfires,
and my solitude would taste
of moss and soil.
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KEY WEST MORNING
After the storm, the sea was green,
but now, the next morning,
the sea is aquamarine
and the hot sun drifts
in a bath of pure blueparadise colors.
The island is speaking to me
through the hotel room windowvoices of wind, sea, and sand.
I still smell of yesterday’s sunscreen,
and my short hair is unruly
from the salt of the ocean waterI don’t feel like washing it off me.
People are crisscrossing the streets
on pastel-colored cruiser bikesmaking their way to beaches,
to places to eat breakfast,
or to tourist spotsmaybe to the Southernmost Point
or perhaps up to Islamorada
to fish like Hemingway.
The iguanas are stirring
in the warm morning lightclinging to branches
with long claws.
Roosters are crowing
and strutting all over the islandlooking down, I see a hen,
34
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a line of chicks following her.
The leather poetry journal
that I bought on Martha’s Vineyard
rests upon the room’s glossy desk
beside a few brightly-colored penscolors for Key West poemsaqua, bright green, and neon pink.
Sunglasses also rest upon the deskgrains of sand still stuck to them.
I brought some Gogol to read,
but reading Russian literature
seems absurd in the trade winds.
The Old Man and the Sea
would’ve been more sensible.
The tides were up early this
morningprobably earlier than anything else.
The waves never sleepnever cease feeling the shore.
Anybody a little bit broken
could be healed by Key West.
I’m being made whole
by just waking up here
and staring out the window.

LATE NIGHT SNACK
Husband and wife
falling asleepboth with books of poems
instead of smartphones.
Half asleepines of poetry
blooming within me
like candlelight.

slumbering house
at midnight.
In the dark hallwaya naked doll.
On the antique deska beautiful old typewriter,
and a glowing desk lamp.
Turn it off.

Fully asleepsometimes,
but only briefly.

Clean up.
Take a piss.

Outside, the dog barksshrill explosion.

Back to her.

Back to the bed.

Don’t leave me, she pleads.
I’ll be back.
Always come back to me, she says,
half-awake and fading fast.

SUNRISE IN LITTLE HAVANA
Miamiearly morning.

Okay.

A pastel sunrise through the window
at a breakfast joint.

He smileskisses her forehead.

Palm fronds gently wavingleaves shivering.

Cornbread muffinscooled off now,
resting on the counter.
A can of ginger aletoo late for beer.

A citrus breeze.

Rain is pouring.
Hush, quiet house
still house-

Everyone is speaking Spanish.
Our waitress is Cubanher curves would give it away
if her accent didn’t.
I dip my toast into yolk.
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Lynne Fisher

Creative Writing
- the ‘Key’ to Life
Lynne Fisher is a writer, visual artist and illustrator living
in Scotland. Born in Durham in the North of England, she
has lived in the Cotswolds before settling in the Scottish Borders. She has published with Amazon her first
book, On Turtle Beach, a women’s fiction novel. Compulsive activities to fit around this are gardening, reading, meeting a friend for a coffee, and hiking around the
fields close to where she lives while listening to her MP3
player. In her blog called “Head to Head, Heart to Heart”
Lynne shares her thoughts on the creative process and
publishes weekly other interesting posts.
Interview by @GalyaVarna
►Lynne,

you have been
painting for many years
and have recently published with Amazon your
first novel – On Turtle
Beach. Could you please
tell us how your life has
36

Paintings by Lynne Fisher

changed once you got the
“writing bug”, as you call
it in your blog?
Well I’ve always loved
immersing myself in either reading or a creative project of some kind. ►
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When I studied with the
Open University for my degree, I found the balance
of ‘cerebral endeavor’, shall
we call it, dovetailing with
my painting and paintinglinked activities like teaching classes, was a perfect
combination, so I wanted to
carry on with this balance
in my life in some way after the degree. The degree
opened me up to contemporary fiction and a fresh
respect for and interest in

“

me a diploma, which I felt
I needed to develop my
confidence in writing, and
since I believe in the ethos
of learning one’s craft and
leaving ‘inspiration’ to its
own devices to work in
its own mysterious way,
I trusted process enough
to think I’d write some
short stories first. One of
these really hooked me
and seemed rich enough
in depth, themes and plot
possibilities to become a

The idea of trying out creative writing myself
was like finding some sort of ‘key’ to my life,
which I was searching for at the time.”
the classics, especially the
realist novel genre which
tuned into my interest in
human nature. The idea
of trying out creative writing myself was like finding
some sort of ‘key’ to my
life, which I was searching
for at the time.
With this in mind, I completed a couple of creative
writing courses which gave
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novel. And so On Turtle
Beach was born, where I
was also able to use my
love of nature which up
until this point had been
solely used in my painting.
Once you’ve been through
the huge learning curve
that a novel entails, with all
the ebb and flow of a huge
project, you soon find out
whether you’re really pas-

sionate about writing novels and whether you’ve got
the self-direction and motivation required. Well, it
worked for me, and more
ideas came along, together
with an interest in life writing and memoir, which I
was introduced to on the
writing courses.
But to answer the question
more directly, all of a sudden I found there was a use
for all the thinking and analyzing I’ve always tended to
do, with nowhere to usefully channel it - observations
about life, meaning, purpose, people, society and
nature and how they all interweave. The confidence to
use this came, in my case,
from turning 50, and being
of more mature years, with
plenty of life experience
now behind me. It was also
fuelled and encouraged by
my doing a counseling skills
course which introduced me
to fascinating psychological
theories of personal development and I began doing
one-to-one voluntary work
after this to put my listening

skills into practice. Painting
was giving me my love of
colour, texture, detail and
beauty, but writing was a
different field for me altogether, a more challenging
one as I had a lot to learn.
But I discovered that when
you write you can deploy
your musings, passions and
questioning right into the
heart of your fiction. Nothing is wasted and I love
this aspect. The characters
I create are seeking some
kind of resolution in their
lives or working through inner conflicts, just like we all
do in everyday life.
►In

June this year your
women’s fiction
novel On Turtle
Beach was published. What did
you enjoy most
in writing the
book?
Oh, I enjoyed so
much! But before
I answer this, I
have to say it’s not
at all plain sailing. It’s easy to ►

On Turtle
Beach,
Women’s
Fiction
Novel
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the first draft should you
share it for feedback. But
apart from a few glitches like
this, it was heaven to write.
What I loved most? The use
of the novel’s location, Dalyan in Turkey, for many reasons:
I’d visited it twice, loved it,
and had written notes on
my experiences and the trips
my husband and I went on,
so the holiday my two sister
characters choose to go on
together in Dalyan visit many
places and do many things
which I’d experienced bebe waylaid by self doubts,
“Orvieto
questions about structure
Balcony”,
and point of view, chapMixed media ter length – just how many
27.5cm
rules you feel you should folx 19cm
low, and if you break them,
having to develop a strong
faith is why you’re doing
it. Sharing the first novel
in progress is also a little
dangerous for your flow if
you share with someone
or others writing in a different genre, who may not
‘get’ exactly where you are
coming from (for example
40

a crime writer giving opinions on literary fiction) because the first novel is your
special ‘baby’. You put your
heart and soul into it, and
you haven’t quite yet developed the tougher hide
which all writers need, so
you must trust yourself first
and foremost. And Stephen
King is absolutely correct
when he says in his popular book, On Writing, to
‘write with the door closed,
rewrite with the door open’.
Only when you’ve finished

“

I also relished seeing exotic
fruits and flowers I’d never
seen before, and swimming
in the sea which I hadn’t
done since I was a girl, with
some scuba diving and snorkelling to try out - so all this
nature was wonderful to express, using a photo-bank
of visual reminders to draw
upon and research tools like
leaflets and maps I’d brought
back home with me.
I guess I should also mention, that I enjoyed writing
about Lucy’s angst and frustrations with her art practice.

Sharing the first novel in progress is also
a little dangerous for your flow ”

forehand. Being able to put
this direct experience into
words to do justice to the
‘real life’ location was a joy.
The holiday facilitated the
structure of the whole novel
as we follow the sisters day
by day in Dalyan, meeting
helping or hindering characters along the way, just like
a real holiday.

It was a cathartic process,
with a few giggles too, because I’m very familiar with
these!
►In

your writer’s blog,
called Head to Head, Heart
to Heart (www.lynnefisher.
wordpress.com) you explore the creative process
from different perspectives

►
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and there are quite a few
articles that I am sure
other authors will find interesting and helpful too.
How do you decide on
which topic to explore in a
certain post?
When I began the blog, I
was very conscious of all
the writers’ blogs out there.
There really are so many and
they frequently concentrate
on writing practice, publish“Ziggy.
ing and marketing. SomeMaine
times it feels there is just
Coon Cat”.
too much information and I
acrylic
didn’t want to contribute to
23cm x 26cm
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that intensity and frequent
confusion. Since I’m also a
painter I didn’t want to exclude matters related to the
art world and what crops
up for artists and makers
– so I came up with an approach which would give
me a broader canvas, which
would cover many aspects
of what it means to be creative, hopefully applying to
many disciplines, while also
supportively weaving in my
personal interests in the
‘crafting’ process, humanist psychology and self care
(derived from the counseling courses) and my
love of nature. Most of all
is the wish to be supportive
to, and connect with, other
creative people.
I manage to come up with
a weekly topic through
mulling over my week and
searching for something
potentially useful to post
about. When I’m reading blogs I follow, tangent
ideas may spark in me and
my own reading material
can be fruitful too – all
those books on psychol-

ogy and creativity which I
love. Then there may be a
few ‘real life’ social interactions which get me thinking, or conversations with
artist friends, and I sometimes get ideas when I’m
walking in the country lanes
around where I live. I try
not to worry about coming
up with ideas and frantical-

“

The most significant trigger is the natural
world, especially plants and their shapes and
textures, and not forgetting details.”

ly wondering what I’m going to blog about next, because if I leave it as a kind
of organic and naturally occurring process, that seems
to work best for me. That
all being said, some posts
are certainly more engaging than others, but that’s
nature at work too!
►One

ess for you as a writer and
as a visual artist?
It’s easier to identify what
triggers me as an artist. The
most significant trigger is
the natural world, especially
plants and their shapes and
textures, and not forgetting
details. I love details! Dead
seed heads in winter can be
transformed by creating a

of your latest blog
posts is titled “Can you
Compare Writing to Painting”. Could you tell us what
triggers the creative proc-

painting of it with an atmospheric ground and maybe
an insect or two for the eye
to discover. The use of complementary colour is a visual
delight for me and I usually
try to incorporate this feature. I love techniques too,
so a painting subject might
be attractive to me because
I can utilize the printing of
textures onto the paper or
canvas, or ink spattering
from a brush for atmosphere, or masked lines for
watercolour silk painting ef- ►
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fects. I don’t want a painting to be too easily or swiftly
achieved, because for me it
is about the journey through
the layers and stages and I
get my reward when I get to
the final details and finishing touches – a real delayed
gratification process. I also
enjoy landscapes, though
these are kept of a generic
nature, such as a seashore
or a field at sunset. I use my

“

than anything, either ones in
myself or those I see in others, and the tricky situations
people can find themselves
in. I love writing the inner
psychology of the characters I come up with, which
was probably stimulated by
reading those realist novels
where they addressed the
inner life of ‘ordinary’ people for the first time. What
I personally know about, or

As for writing, I think human internal and
interpersonal conflicts trigger ideas more than
anything …”
own photographs as an aid
and sometimes have a play
with digital imaging filters.
I come at a painting from a
decorative arts perspective,
as opposed to a conceptual one, so beauty is what I
am after most. My favourite
decorative arts style is certainly from the sinuous Art
Nouveau Period.
As for writing, I think human
internal and interpersonal
conflicts trigger ideas more
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have experienced, is also vital for my ideas, and this can
be where compelling locations come in, as in On Turtle Beach. They say ‘write
what you know’ for this reason, I guess. But the ideas
triggered for novels, for me,
have to be very personally compelling with plenty
of dramatic material to get
stuck into because you are
‘sat’ working on them and
thinking about them, even

going to sleep with them, for
a far longer period than with
a painting. So I’m mindful of
this, and this is why some
ideas are more suitable for
short stories.
►Your

visual art could
be found in your website
www.lynnehenderson.
co.uk
Considering your
background as an illustrator, I am curious whether
you designed the cover of
your own novel yourself.
Hmm, yes, this was a little
tricky. I initially planned to
illustrate it myself and had
a few ideas on that basis.
But then I checked out the
styles of covers in the supermarket book shelves
and bookshops and I found
painted ones were rare and
somehow didn’t have as
professional a look as the
photographic ones, probably because of their rarity.
So I changed my mind and
found websites with copyright free images to source
from, as I needed images
such as turtles and a hotlooking beach. Then since

my husband and I have
worked together before on “Peony.
small design projects, with Paeonia
officinalis
him providing the technical
‘Rosea
‘know how’ and me the vis- Plena’” ,
ual design element ( some- watercolour
times bickering more than and acrylic
we should!) we designed 34 cm x
the cover together, with 43.5 cm
him coming up with the
two ladies under the parasol, which I’m very happy
with. This doesn’t mean I
wouldn’t consider hiring a
professional in the future, it
depends so much on what
a particular novel seems
to demand. But I do enjoy ►
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thinking of, and looking at, on at the moment is set in
cover designs!
a department store in the
90’s, and the store and soft
►Could you tell us a little furnishing department I deabout your new projects?
scribe are from my real life
Well, I have one novel in the experiences working in such
early stages, three chapters a store at that time, where
in, about a man thrust into the mask of customer servdramatic midlife changes, ice hides personal conflicts
where his job, marriage and in a superficial world of conlife values are all thrown into sumerism and where matequestion by him and chaos rialistic values can replace
threatens. Here I can use my true self-worth. My main
knowledge of such life tran- character, who works in this
sitions from the counseling store, is a darkly embittered
course material and related woman with a troubled past,
reading I’ve done, as well as and the novel goes on to
some of my own experience. discover why she is the way
The novel I’m concentrating she is, what life experiences
have made her this way. So
I get to use my shadow side
►
You can find Lynne’s book on:
with her, which has been
Amazon
nicely liberating.
Another interest of mine is
►
Lynne’s visual art could be found
life-writing and I’m working
in her art blog
on a collaborative project of
this kind with an artist/writer
www.lynnehenderson.co.uk
friend.
►
Any other ideas I get are
Contact Lynne Fisher on her website,
added to a growing list!
called “Head to Head, Heart to Heart”
www.lynnefisher.wordpress.com
Twitter @writeartblog
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“Age Of Elegance II”
acrylic on canvas
20cm x 20cm

Thank you, Lynne, for this
interview! 			
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Isabelle Kenyon

Inspired by People
& Events around Her
Isabelle Kenyon is a Greater Manchester based poet
and a graduate in Theatre: Writing, Directing and Performance from the University of York. She is inspired
by the people and events around her - she observes
and writes what she sees and what she feels. She is
the author of poetry anthology, This Is Not a Spectacle and micro chapbook, The Trees Whispered,
published by Origami Poetry Press.
Interview by @GalyaVarna

Isabelle’ s poems have been
published in many poetry
anthologies and included
in literary festivals, such as
the Inkyneedles anthology,
the Great British Write Off,
the Wirral festival of Music,
Speech and Drama, Poetry
Rivals, and the Festival of
48

Firsts. Isabelle has been
awarded third place in the
Langwith Scott Award for
Art and Drama and runner
up in the Visit Newark Poetry Competition.
►Isabelle,

please, tell us
about the success of your

poetry book This Is Not a
Spectacle on Amazon.
If we are measuring success in terms of positive
feedback, then yes, I could
say it has been successful
– and the enjoyment people
have received from reading it has made me very
happy. I started out with a
chapbook and when I realized that people were willing to read a longer version
which explored human curiosity in more depth, I got
on with writing my extended
edition! There’s definitely a
long way to go in terms of
getting my name out there
as a poet, but the readers I
have interacted with since I
first published in September
have made myself publishing worth the journey.
►You

graduated the University of York in Theatre:
Writing, Directing and Performance. Have you been

“

tempted to write
plays as well or
has the passion
for theatre cast
the net over your
heart in a different
manner?
Yes I do love writing
plays, but I find them
much more difficult
than poetry! I know
this is a classic problem, but I get stuck
in the middle! I wrote a few
plays as part of my course
but I think the interrogative
aspect that comes with being
graded on your writing put
me off! That’s not to say that
I am bad with criticism or that
I have stopped writing plays
altogether, but I think I need
to have a fully developed
idea that I urgently feel the
need to write for the current
climate. I think that’s what
makes it difficult – poetry is
never wrong, but theatre,
with my marketing hat on, ►

This Is Not
a Spectacle,
Poetry
Book

If we are measuring success in terms of positive
feedback, then yes, I could say it has been successful”
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needs to have universal ele- ►Your poetry offers a fresh
ments in order to sell tickets! view on the individual’s
connection with the world
►How do you think your around. Could you tell us
interests in the perform- what activates the creative
ing arts have influenced process for you?
your poetic expression?
I think I’m quite self reflecI think so – in terms of how tive and often I’ll just want
I express ideas, this is prob- to write my thoughts down!
ably more concise than if I It can be therapeutic like
hadn’t been exposed to the that. I don’t have a process
economy of writing for the or writer’s block really – as
stage (you have to express long as my life isn’t static, I
so much about the charac- always have things I want to
ters in such a short space say and write about.
of time, each line has to express something). I think ►Could you tell us a litmaybe I have read more tle about your current
stylized pieces than just fic- projects?
tion would have exposed me Sure! So I’m working on an
anthology called Please Hear
to as well.
What I’m Not Saying which
is a collaboration for charity
►
MIND. I’m accepting poetry
You can find Isabelle’s poetry book
This is Not a Spectacle on:
submissions via my email – all
submission guidelines can
Amazon
be found on my blog! Had
►
some great submissions so
You can read more about Isabelle
far. Should be released end of
Kenyon and her work at :
January!
www.flyonthewallpoetry.co.uk
Twitter @kenyon_isabelle
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Thank you, Isabelle, for
taking the time for this interview! 		


Poems by

Isabelle Kenyon

The poems are from her book This Is Not a Spectacle
The Care Home Room
Every day another leafy sun-blocker with their greedy leaves,
They soak up your oxygen and replace it with a cloying perfumeImprisoned by greenery and forced to inhale its funerealpowdered air,
Cruel reminders of your past vibrancy.
Perhaps your name: Maureen
Faintly provokes a mechanical conveyor belt of moving shapes;
colours, but
Your eyes roll without purpose and
Your arms sit crossed and leaden,
Their two hour positioning battling a premature rigor mortis.
Homeless
THIS IS NOT A SPECTACLE. CAN EVERYONE PLEASE (PISS OFF).

Here lies a horse-man,
Chained to St Peter’s square by invisible cord,
Marble eyes rolling in blackened sockets,
Contoured by dirt and grime:
HELP. FIRST AID.
Foetal- curled, his hooves feebly strike sodden ground where
colourless dribble pools,
A snake- trail from chapped lips down pale, wafer skin.
One man shoots him a poisoned barb:
I KNOW HIM. HE’S A DRUNK.
Brands him lame, unfit for purpose;
Leaves him to bleed.
A farmer will not name his stock,
But would shoot an animal in pain.
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“Where the pure
hearts grow”,
charcoal on paper
21cm x 29cm

Eden Sleepwalker

Poetry Won my Heart
& Changed Me
Eden Sleepwalker is a self-published poet, graphic
designer, artist and mother of two. Her debut poetry
book, Charcoal Mist at Cotton Fields, is a mixed
media project combining poems with drawings and in
which she develops emotions in two forms—verbal and
visual. Her wish is to draw her visions directly to the
hearts of the readers through imagery.
Interview by @GalyaVarna

Eden Sleepwalker, you
draw and write poetry.
Tell us a bit more about
yourself.
As a graphic designer, for
the biggest part of my life,
I used to be focused on my
daytime job and had hobbies
related to my Art College
studies including drawing,
►
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Drawings by EdenSleepwalker

painting, and photography
in my limited spare time. Although I always put emotion
in whatever I’m committed
to, at some point, I sensed
that I had a hidden side and
if I couldn’t find it I would
never see the whole picture of who I was. I wasn’t
aware though that my tool ►
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“

...my first poetry book titled “Charcoal Mist at
Cotton Fields” is actually happening these days ”

Charcoal
Mist at
Cotton
Fields,
Poetry book
E D E N

ISSUE 1

to accomplish that were
the words beyond of being
a reader. All started when
I suddenly felt an impulse
to write my first short story
and in a few months, my
very first poem. That was
about five years ago. Since
that moment, poetry won
my heart, changed me in a
right way as I’ve learned to
mold sadness into something creative.
► Could you please share

S L E E P W A L K E R

Charcoal
mist
at cotton
fields
POETRY & DRAWINGS
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with us how a
poem of yours is
born?
Undoubtedly because of emotions.
Sometimes it is a
real, raw feeling
that pinches my
heart and needs
to form with words
and be shared.
Other times the
influence could be

a single word, a phrase or
a picture that had caught
my attention and often that
happens through Twitter
prompts. They provide a
motive to write and it may
start as a game when you
try to fit your poem into
the 140 characters Twitter
allowed until recently, but
the result is to read some
genuine poetic gems out
there coming straight out
from poetic souls.
Unlike poetry, I draw not
to express my feelings but
when I’m fascinated by
what I see, and I desire to
represent it with my personal view or when my poems inspire me to create
an image. Although I love
other techniques as well,
including watercolor, I’ve
chosen charcoal to illustrate my poetry because
there is a similar feel to
them.

I have heard through
the grapevine that you
are about to publish your
first poetry book on Amazon. Could you please tell
us more about it? When
is the launch date?
Indeed, my first poetry
book titled Charcoal Mist
at Cotton Fields is actually happening these days
and I couldn’t be more
►

thrilled. To be honest, I’ve
never had serious thoughts
about accomplishing such
a project until some poets,
that I admire deeply, gave
me the idea and motivated
me to publish my work. As
the book cover may reveal,
by its title, the reader can
be transferred into an imaginary world of emotions
and thoughts translated

“She became
a driftwood
when he said
goodbye”,
charcoal on
paper
20cm x 20cm

►
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“Sleepless eyes”,
charcoal on paper
21cm x 29cm

into metaphors and contradictions. The charcoal drawings complete the book just
the way I wanted it to be
before I even started designing it, so I’m pleased
with the final product, and
I hope poetry readers will
welcome it. The launch date
I’ve planned is between
December 12th and 15th in an e-book Kindle edition
and paperback, to be sold
both by Amazon.
► What

►

You can find Eden’s poetry book
“Charcoal Mist at Cotton Fields”:
Amazon

►

If you would like to follow Eden
Sleepwalker’s work you can find her on:
Amazon
Twitter: @EdenSleepwalker
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is the next creative project you dream
of working on?
I already have in mind
something different. A poetry book again, but instead
of drawings, illustrated with
photographs, my other big
passion. As my favorite
style is color macro-photography, that must be it.
Thank you, Eden Sleepwalker!
		


Poems by

Eden Sleepwalker

From her book Charcoal Mist at Cotton Fields

Each Window
Each window has two faces
so two tales to share
They’re meant to be
long & different
as night & day
But when the window opens
they merge

Hide me
in your pocket
Hide me in your pocket
Take me with you
where the waves crash
where you spread joy
where your music grows
& I won’t make a sound.

Possessing auras
Haunted spirits
come & go
from our desolation
They leave marks
Sometimes scars
Often wounds
& their possessing auras
occupy us
to the bones

Sleepwalking
Happily sleepwalking
amongst blue skies
and yellow fields
Opening my eyes
just to see
that I only can feel
his frozen mist
over my heart’s hills

Second-hand wings
Second-hand wings
are not a gift
Place them back
to where they belong
I deny wearing
someone else’s dreams
Don’t insist
I carry my own

Our rooms
My room
Your room
Distant places
away but close
We seek pleasure
through murmuring walls
while pushing them
to move
57
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5 corner box
Look at this five corner box
Unstable walls with floating floor
Hush and insecure
But I’m willing to stay
Make it my home
with you
An empty paper
An empty paper
waiting at my door
Explaining it all
Blank as invisible love
Hush as the unspoken words
A gap between our worlds
Kiss me here
Kiss me here
to the walls of my mind
Make love to the gate
of my cage
Steal my heart before
it turns into stone
At a spider’s web
Connected
with a spider’s web thread
Stuck inches away or miles
We’re the helpless kind
Weaved inside
the cloth of seasons
unable to move
forth or back
58
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My paper cut heart
Watercolors
over my paper cut heart
I pick blue, green, yellow
Colors to match
with my eyes
I pin it on my shirt
Colorful blood
Tales unwritten
Some tales
shall remain unwritten
Only formed
by clouds and stars
Between
heaven’s & hell’s kingdoms
Whispering words
one with the sky
Sleepless
Sleepless eyes
right where
dreams should unfold
Living nightmares
about to crawl
on walls
sheets and souls
Deals
with our personal demons
as each night falls

“Butterfly
kiss”,
charcoal
on paper
21cm x 29cm

Helpless
If the moon leaves
to follow the sun
The night grows endless
A kingdom falls apart
in holy dark
When she loves
she’s helpless
The unseen layers
of love
I pretend I don’t see you
You act as you can’t hear me
It’s alright
cause we’ve learned to believe
in the unseen layers of love

Cotton fields
Thunders and storms
Absent the rain
The sky is dry
As every cloud
lost its way
Fell on the ground
Forming cotton fields
A heavenly earth
Should be it
Yet a charcoal mist
Is already here
To obscure
our dreams
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P. Wesley Lundburg

My Greatest Joy
Has Been Writing Fiction
P. Wesley Lundburg has been an Alaska Charter Boat
Captain, Coast Guardsman, college English professor,
and professional editor. Wes holds a B.A. in English and
an M.A. in Literature. He works full-time in higher education as a college dean and professor and writes most
every day as part of his “down time” and fun time.
Interview by @GalyaVarna
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Wesley Lundburg launched
his fiction-writing career in
7th grade with a teacher-acclaimed UFO abduction story,
became addicted to writing,
and hasn’t stopped since.
Besides his current set of
novels, most of his published
work has been creative essays, particularly nature
pieces, and he has written
many outdoor travel articles.

He has also published academic papers, and presented
papers and workshops in his
field of Literature and Communication. His greatest joy
has been in writing fiction,
however, and he has written numerous short stories,
some of which have seen
publication.
P. Wesley Lundburg’s published books include: The

Frank Mattituck series: Skipper’s Oath, Poacher’s End
& Hinchinbrook’s Hunted, The Clayton Chronicles:
The Stateroom Tryst &
The Desert Throwdown
(in progress), The novella
On Rocks and Clouds.
Wes’ writing is steeped in
characters and a sense of
place. Raised in San Diego,
California, and having lived
more than 17 years in Alaska, these are the sources
of his major fiction works.
In Alaska, he served in the
Coast Guard and later ran
a one-boat fishing charter
company. Wes now lives on
Long Island, New York, with
his wife, five kids, very small
dog, and a smattering of
wild bunnies that hide and
dart around his back yard.

man, finding the time for
multiple roles. Could you Skipper’s
please tell us about your Oath
Book 1,
routine as a writer?
The Frank
I actually get this question Mattituck
a lot, about juggling vari- series
ous aspects of life. For me,
writing is an escape. It balances
me and gives me
a creative outlet
that I don’t get in
other areas of my
life. While writing
takes time, and it
does require planning plots and
building character profiles, it really comes pretty easily for
me. So in terms of routine,
writing is what I get to do
at night after the day’s obligations are taken care of,
and I get to sit down with
► Wes, reading your au- my laptop. I write most evethor bio, one can see ry day, and get an average
that you are a very busy two hours in at each sitting. ►

“

For me, writing is an escape. It balances me
and gives me a creative outlet that I don’t get
in other areas of my life.”
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When drafting, I usually write
at least 5 pages in that time.
Revision and editing are done
together later, and it usually
goes faster unless I’m changing something major, but requires the most time because
it’s necessary to go through
the book a few times to really
clean it up.
►How

Poacher’s
End
Book 2,
The Frank
Mattituck
series
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do the different
roles and professions you
practice (or have practiced in the past) help you
with your writing?
Experience. I’m very aware
and observant of everything I
experience. I observe people,
wonder why they do what
they do, and try to make
sense of human nature (not
always easy!). As I do this, I
strengthen my ability to create realistic, well-developed
characters. So every job, role, and situation I have gone
through contributes
to my writing. Experience is formative;
writing is emulating
experience.
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► You

also work as a dean
and college professor.
How does the interaction
with your students influence your creative work?
I teach writing and Literature,
and my approach to teaching
these is to emphasize critical
and creative thinking... learning to see things from various perspectives. While I do
lecture on topics that require
that approach, we spend far
more time discussing the literary works we’ve read. Every
time a student shares their interpretation or throws out an
idea, I see things differently
than I did a few moments before. So my students help me
grow in my own critical thinking, as well as my own understanding of life and people.
This naturally has a tremendous impact on my writing.
►Recently

the third installment from the Frank
Mattituck series was released - Hinchinbrook’s
Hunted. Please, tell us
some more about the series - how did you come
up with the idea?

“

...my students help me grow in my own critical
thinking, as well as my own understanding
of life and people”.

The idea for Skipper’s Oath
came to me because I knew
I wanted to draw from my
years as a charter boat captain, and I knew I wanted to
write something along the
lines of a suspense thriller
novel. It seemed the best
way to go about that was
for my charter boat protagonist to somehow get caught
up in the chase of a ruthless
killer. Putting that together
with the age-old advice to do
something with your characters that you and your readers won’t like, I came up with
the idea of protagonist Frank
Mattituck’s good friend being
in the path of the ruthless
killer. With that, the story
for Mattituck Book 1 (Skipper’s Oath) was born. However, it seemed very unlikely
that a charter boat captain
like Frank Mattituck would
be able to chase a killer very
long without law enforce-

ment taking over the chase.
The only plausible way I
could think for Mattituck to
be on the chase would be for
him to team up with an Alaska State Trooper. Enter Todd
Benson, who deputizes Mattituck, and the two of them
end up being pretty damned
good partners.
Benson is the only Trooper in
the region (true to life in the
real region), and the deputizing of Mattituck opened the
door for a series to grow out
of this first novel. By the time
I was half way through drafting Skipper’s Oath, I was
sure I was onto the makings
of a great series, and I think
that’s now being confirmed.
The 2nd book (Poacher’s
End) wound up being a
more traditional whodunit,
but with lots of suspense and
action, and that’s how Book
3 ended up as well—although
Book 3 has a bit of a twist

►
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Hinchinbrook’s
Hunted
Book 3,
The Frank
Mattituck
series
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on the traditional whodunit
approach in that you know
who did the initial killing, but
you don’t know why and are
never really sure it was intentional. That’s a theme I
like to play with, by the way:
In real life, we don’t
have all the answers when a crime
is committed, and I
seek to capture that
in my books as well.
So while the crime
is resolved, there
are usually question
marks hanging out
there that will never
be answered.
As you’ve pointed out, the
3rd book was just released,
and the 4th will be in the
works soon. I’m shooting
for a June 2018 release for
that one. And I have 7 more
mapped out and plotted.
This series looks like it will
be around for a long time.
One of my favorite mystery
series is John D. MacDonald’s Travis McGee series, of
which I believe there were
21 of those. I hope to approach that number with
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the Mattituck series. We’ll
see. Maybe Mattituck will
see more than 21!
In that book 4, many of the
questions about Mattituck’s
past will come out as he is
forced to go face-to-face
with The Uhing, which is
a mysterious international organization that drives
the sub-plot that has been
present through the series
so far. Some reviews and
emails I’ve received have
expressed frustration with
the mystery surrounding this
subplot (to be fair, some really like it)—those folks will
be happy with how it turns
out in Book 4, and I suspect
they will see how important
The Uhing sub-plot has been
in setting up the series. I’m
not spoiling anything by
saying that Norm Peck, the
ruthless killer in Book 1 (and
who appeared in Book 2),
will return in Book 6 or 7 for
a final showdown.
I also mentioned above that
I have 7 more books in the
series planned out. I don’t
see this series becoming
exhausted. There is such a

great community of characters built into the series, that
I don’t want to stop writing
about them. And as I’ve said,
there seems to be no shortage of story ideas with these
characters and the setting.
Add to that the fact that I
love Alaska and the way of
life, and I really see this series as being my central work
throughout my career.
► In their reviews most of

your readers give credit
to your skills in character building. Who is your
favorite character from
the Frank Mattituck series – the one that gave
you most trouble or was
most interesting to you
personally to develop?
What a great question. And
I have to say none of the
characters have given me
as much trouble as you just
did with this question! Mat-

“

tituck, of course, is
immensely interesting to me. And he’s
intriguing. There is
much depth to him,
and he’s a highly
complex character.
So I guess if I had
to choose a favorite,
it would have to be
him. But Monica is
right up there with
him. She has depth
and intelligence to rival MatThe
tituck’s, and readers of Book Stateroom
3 will see she’s no slouch Tryst
when it comes to action and Book 1,
the outdoors. And she’s eve- The
ry bit the hero that Mattituck Clayton
Chronicles
and Todd are.
I also have to mention Earl
Darrick, already beloved of
many readers—I can’t believe
how many readers have written to me or included in their
reviews how much they like
this guy. I think it might be
our love of the underdog that ►

I have to say none of the characters have
given me as much trouble as you just did with
this question!”
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“

Back to the favorite character question.
Do I have to choose one? I like them all.”

The Desert
Throwdown
Book 2,
The Clayton
Chronicles
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plays into that. And trust me,
I love the guy as much as any
of the readers. It’s funny, because Earl was supposed to
die in the first book, but he fit
the bill for a later scene, so I
re-wrote portions of the book
to set up his role toward the
end. And then, doggonnit, I
just liked him too much, and
a sub-plot of him and Mattituck going into business together emerged. Bam, Earl
is here to stay (maybe… remember that age-old advice
to do things to upset or discomfort readers!).
Todd has always been in the
plan for the entire
series. And Monica
as well. Look for
both of them to
continue to grow
in complexity and
depth, and to play
major roles in all
the books.
Back to the favorite
character question.

Do I have to choose one? I
like them all. Even Toby Burns
is a good guy deep down inside, and he will be back after he serves his prison term.
Seamus the bartender keeps
pulling at me for a prominent role in one of the future
books. Tom Graffinino, the
salty harbormaster from Cordova, will continue to pop in
and out (for better or worse)
throughout the series. Eddie
Etano is a bit of comic relief
and will be around at least
for a while.
But none of them have given
me any trouble. Maybe Mattituck’s sister and nephew,
who were always intended
to be more major than the
first books have called for.
We’ll see if they become
more major, besides the role
they will play in Book 4.
► Would

you like to share
something with us about
your new projects?

I have another series going:
The Clayton Chronicles
(Book 1 is The Stateroom Tryst, which is published; Book 2 is The Desert
Throwdown, which I’m
working on now). With this
series, I wanted to take the
old-style hard-boiled private
detective character from the
1940s and drop him into a
modern-day setting.
I grew up in San Diego,
and that’s a city as good as
any for a character like Rick
“Clay” Clayton, so that’s
what I went with. As in the
Mattituck series, there’s a
small group of people close
to Clay that are crucial to
both the stories and to readers seeing who Clay is, and
I see that series running for
a bit as well... although I do
think the Clayton Chronicles
will likely run to an end a
few books out.
I also have a novella out
there: On Rocks and
Clouds. This little book is the
most “literary” of what I’ve
published, although it also
has plenty of action. There’s
a truly zen-like quality about

it, and it could be
called a comingof-age story. Both
Matt, the protagonist, and Jess, a
major
character,
have tremendous
potential for future
writing, although
at this point I don’t
think that will happen. I love the idea
of Jess popping in someplace, or maybe a book of
her own, but I also love the
idea of leaving her as the
mystic that she is.

On Rocks
and
Clouds,
Novella

Thank you, Wes, for being so responsive and answering our questions! 
►

You can learn more about P. Wesley
Lundburg from his website :
https://pwesleylundburg.com/
Twitter @pwesleylundburg

►

His books in Kindle and Paperback
format can be found on Amazon:
Amazon
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Bianca Bowers

The Spoken Word
Is Powerful
Bianca Bowers is the author of 4 poetry books: Pressed
Flowers (2017), Love Is A Song She Sang From A
Cage (2017), Passage (2015), and Death and Life
(2014). She holds a BA in English and Film/TV/Media
Studies, and her poetry has appeared in Shot Glass Journal, Tongue In Your Ear, and The Art Toppling Tobacco
Project. Her poem, Tree of Life, is featuring in an upcoming trailer for a short-film called The Avant-Gardener.
Bianca is currently fine-tuning 2 Poetry books and seeking homes for her novels, Cape of Storms (Historical
Fiction), and Lawn Chairs (Womens Fiction).
Interview by @GalyaVarna
►Bianca, one of your poems

(Tree of life) was featured
in a film. This sounds really
exciting! Could you please
tell us more about it?
In 2016 a New York filmmaker contacted me to request
68

permission to use my poem
in a trailer for a short film
called The Avant-Gardener.
He explained that the poem
had been chosen because it
fit with the film’s theme of
transformation, and the evoc-

ative imagery had inspired
the visuals for a trailer. As
you know, filmmaking is a
long process, and the final
result is not yet public, but
I have had a sneak preview
and the video is beautifully
artistic and atmospheric. I
will keep you posted!
►In

your blog (www.biancabowers.com) you share
that you have moved and
lived in different countries
around the world. Has this
changed your perspective
or writing style and how?
In my opinion, travelling is
the gateway to many rich experiences because it pushes
a person beyond comfort
zones, exposes them to different perspectives, and
teaches them much about
themselves - all of which contribute to a writer’s toolkit. I
left my birth country, South
Africa, at age 23, and have
since lived in New Zealand,

“

United Kingdom &
Australia. Uprooting my life 3 times
has had a profound
impact on my personal identity and
sense of belonging, which has in
turn impacted my
writing. Since leaving South Africa,
I have written a
plethora of poems
about identity and belonging because those are two
aspects of an immigrant’s
life that are repeatedly challenged, deconstructed, and
reinvented. My two favourite poems that speak to this
are Motherland and Immigrant.

Passage
Poetry
book

►You

read samples of your
poetry for the followers of
your blog. Have you been
part of a live poetry reading? How do you think the
spoken word influences ►

… a New York filmmaker contacted me to request
permission to use my poem in a trailer for a short film”
69
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“

This is a special and unique book for me because
I wrote it over a 12 hour period.”
the perception of poetry?
When my first poems were
published in Tongue In Your
Ear in New Zealand in 1999,
I was invited to a public
reading. Other than that, my
readings have been limited
to videos online.
I think that the spoken word
is powerful for two reasons.
One, it makes poetry more
accessible to an audience
who is predisposed to visual/audio-based media versus text-based media. Two,
people often tell me that my
poems impact them differently when I read them out
loud. And I agree that the
meaning of a poem is greatly changed when read aloud
by the poet. Having said
that, different people interpret poems differently, and I
like this idea. My writing always has multiple layers of
meaning and interpretation,
which allows the reader to
impose or project their own
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experience and find meaning that is unique to them.
In the New Year I will be increasing my poetry readings
on YouTube to 1 per week,
and I will be considering
Instagram as an additional
platform. In the meantime,
you can find my spoken word
poems here:
https://soundcloud.com/
biancabowers/
http://www.youtube.
com/c/BGBowers
►Your

third poetry book is
called Love Is a Song She
Sang from a Cage, featuring the different faces of
love. Tell us, please, a little
about how this book was
born.
This is a special and unique
book for me because I wrote
it over a 12 hour period. I
quite literally woke up at
1am and didn’t stop writing
until 1pm the next day. At

the time I was stunned and
surprised, but in retrospect
it makes perfect sense because I was in the midst of
an intense emotional experience that made me question
the traditional values of marriage and love. You describe
it so aptly when you refer to
the book as ‘different faces of
love’, because that is exactly
what each poem represents.
They are faces of love that
question and challenge the
traditional theory that love is
scarce and that we are only
permitted to have one true
love in each lifetime.
►Besides

poetry you also
write prose. You have completed 2 novels (Cape of
Storms and Lawn Chairs).
Could you tell us about
your journey to finding
representation? Are you
taking the traditional road
with your novels? Have you
ever considered the indie
self-publishing journey?
I am content to self-publish
my poetry because poetry is
more of an artistic and subjective outlet than it is a pro-

fession. My novels, on the
other hand, are very much
part of my career development and chosen profession, and I am determined
to treat it as a profession
and follow the traditional
publishing route. Many writers and authors are in a
great rush to publish and
earn money from their writing - I too have experienced
this urgency being a writer
over 40 and having had no
income from my writing for
over 4 years now. But I have
since settled into the uncerLove Is a
tainty of my writing career
Song
and made writing (and imShe Sang
proving my writing) my main
from a Cage,
priority.
Poetry book
My first novel, Cape
of Storms, took me
18 years to complete. From idea to
final draft. My second, Lawn Chairs,
took 6 months. My
third is likely to
be finished by mid
2018. My point is,
writing is a profession like any other,
and it requires time, ►
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“

discipline, consistency, and
constant skill development.
It has been a long process
to reach the point where I
am confident in my work.
I’m not phased about rejections or waiting time. Writing
is not a hobby for me, I’m
in it for the long haul, and I
have faith that my books will
find the right homes at an
opportune time.

ise that this is my job and I
need to take a more active
role in promoting myself
and my work.
I have learnt through trial
and error over the years that
the best way to promote
yourself is to be genuine.
Also, to be an indie author
is to actively support and
promote the work of fellow
authors whom you appreci-

Writing is not a hobby for me, I’m in it for the long
haul, and I have faith that my books will find the
right homes at an opportune time. ”
►How do you promote your

books? Where can readers
find your books?
I must confess that I have
been rather introverted
about promoting my books
in the past. Mostly because
I have been ambivalent
about self-publishing and
I’m prone to self-criticism.
However, like many things
in life, writing and publishing has been a process and I
have finally reached a point
of equilibrium where I real72
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ate. At the end of the day
indie authors rely heavily on
community support, book
reviews, and word of mouth.
So it is very much a case of
treat others how you would
like to be treated.
Readers can find my books on
my Amazon Author Page:
http://bit.ly/BeesBooks
►Are

you working on any
new project at the moment?

Yes, I have several projects
in progress…
1. Pressed Flowers is a collection of my best poems
from my 3 books. It will be
available as an ebook from 1
December 2017.
2. Butterfly Voyage chronicles a woman’s spiritual
awakening via a mixture of
long poems, micropoems,
flash fiction and sketches.
This is the first of two books
- the follow-up is tentatively
titled The Cicada’s Song.
3. A Muse For All Seasons
is a collection of poems
that are based on works of
Art that inspire me, including Gustav Klimt, Christian
Schloe, Catrin Welz-Stein,
and Jack Vettriano.
4. Woman: A Collection Of
Borrowed Ribs. This poetry
collection is still in the early
stages, but is likely to be released in 2018.
5. I am 20k words into my
3rd novel, Danae: She Who
Judges (Spy Thriller).
As a special thank you to you,
Galya, and your readers, I
invite you to subscribe to

my mailing list http://biancabowers.com/subscribe
to receive a free copy of my
latest poetry book, Pressed
Flowers.
Thank you!
Thank you, Bianca for sharing your thoughts!


►

Find Bianca at:
www.biancabowers.com
Amazon
Goodreads
Twitter @BB_Writes
youtube
Google+
soundcloud

►

Bianca Bower’s book Love Is A
Song She Sang From A Cage, an
exquisite collection of poems sung
from the heart, is available on:
Amazon
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Bianca Bowers

Kites (From upcoming book,
A Muse For All Seasons)

I will read to you
til the stars kiss your lids
til the sandman comes
because I will never leave
could never leave
after you broke your ribs
bleached your twilight soul
for me
Me
the star that always shone
though you didn’t notice
until your personal apocalypse
And now we are kites
released
floating above helium and solar
into stardust and magic
And the sky does not exist
nor the ocean
we have transcended mortal fears
We have escaped the mazes
of our beautiful brains
who, while misguided,
were only trying to hold the broken pieces
like glue
for far too long.
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It Comes and Goes
(From upcoming title,
A Muse For All Seasons)

It comes and goes
This love
Like the seasons
that infuse Dahlias with magenta
that turn green leaves
to crisp copper
It comes and goes
This love.
Like a moon, not always full,
But,
more often than not,
An enigma.
It comes and goes
This love
Like my thoughts of him
Pitter, patter,
like April showers
And, like this love
I come and go
Between beginnings
and conclusions

“

I chose you
over my motherland
and my story
is your story now.

Immigrant (From
Passage, 2015)
I am an immigrant
collecting years like postage
stamps
a countdown to belonging…
My immigrant skin remembers
its motherland;
my roots
haunt me at night.
My immigrant skin is visible
when I speak;
my inflection labels me
as foreign.
My immigrant skin longs to
belong
but cannot deny its destiny;
to be appraised
and never evolve past
prototype.

it is misshapen and
superfluous
to the jigsaw.
I don’t know how to tell you,
Australia
that my collection is 8 years
strong,
yet my immigrant skin blushes
with foreign pretence.
I’m talking to you, Australia
I’m asking you to look at me,
to listen to me.
I am an immigrant
with much to contribute:
diversity,
compassion,
stories.
I chose you
over my motherland
and my story
is your story now.

My immigrant skin does not
belong
here nor there;
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Incognito
(From upcoming book
Butterfly Voyage)
The fairies signal me
With lights
Mirrored trees that flash
In rhythm with the falling sun
And rising moon
Snakes are ubiquitous
Today
Though scales are still
In hibernation
Millions of arbor bones
Glow like phosphorous
When night seizes the sky
Spirits twist their nocturnal
souls
Into empty spaces
That beg to be filled

ISSUE 1

“

Mirrored trees
that flash
In rhythm
with the falling sun

I find the clearing
Where Trees congregate
Around the sacred one
Bark the colour of ash
Leaves the shape of
fingerprints
And when the wind blows
around and through its curvy
branches
You can hear it speak
The Truth

She tells me to kneel
To open my palms for magic
To trade my world for hers
Upside down trees
And I concur
And misty roads
Lead me deeper into the forest For this skin can no longer
Breathe
Where a goddess calls me
Incognito
home
Fire and ash
Sage and feathers
Barefoot before
Naked still
76

Lynne Fisher
“Black Rock
Cottage, Glencoe “
mixed media
23cm x 23cm
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Joss Sheldon

Novelist & Unchained
Free-thinker
Joss Sheldon, in his own words, is a scruffy nomad,
unchained free-thinker, and post-modernist radical.
He was born in one of the anonymous suburbs which
wrap themselves around London’s beating heart and
then he escaped!
Interview by @GalyaVarna
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In 2013, he ran off to McLeod
Ganj, where Sheldon wrote
his debut novel, Involution
& Evolution. With several
positive reviews to his name,
Sheldon had caught the writing bug. He travelled to Palestine and Kurdistan, where
he researched his second
novel, Occupied - a dystopian masterpiece unlike
any other story you’ve ever
read. It was with his third

novel, The Little Voice,
that Sheldon really hit the
big time, topping the charts
on both sides of the Atlantic and gaining widespread
critical acclaim.
Now Sheldon has returned
with his fourth and most
ambitious novel yet. Money Power Love is a literary mélange of historical,
political and economic fic-

tion; a love story that charts
the rise of the British Empire,
and the way in which bankers, with the power to create
money out of nothing, were
able to shape the world we
live in today…
►Joss,

you have travelled
extensively and refer to
yourself as a “scruffy nomad”. Could you please
tell us how your travels
have shaped or changed
you and your writing
style?
I’m not sure if it’s influenced
my style in any way, but it’s
certainly influenced my stories.
Seeing how happy people
can be in poor countries, and
how miserable they can be
in rich countries, has shaped
the elements within in all my
books. I spent four months

“

living in Guatemala, one of
the poorest countries in the
world. If you walk down the
street there and smile at
someone, they will make eye
contact with you and smile
back at least eighty percent
of the time. You could try that
a thousand times in London
and I don’t think even one
person would smile back! I
loved how in Palestine, where
I went to research my second
novel, random
people would
come up to you
and say “Hello
friend. You are
welcome here!”

Money
Power
Love,
Novel

That gave me
an insight into
an aspect of
human nature
which you don’t
always see at ►

Seeing how happy people can be in poor
countries, and how miserable they can be
in rich countries, has shaped the elements
within in all my books. ”
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home – an aspect which I’ve
used to shape characters in
my books. My travels have
also helped me with scenery: Money Power Love
includes sections in India
and Africa – places I’ve visited myself.

“
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pushing house prices beyond
the reach of the younger
generation. Only ten percent of that money goes to
new investments which help
to grow the economy.
Yet no-one seems to know
this. Positive Money recently
ran a survey in which they
►Money
Power Love, found that eighty percent of
your 4th novel, a com- MPs did not know how monplex and exciting picture ey was created. Factually in-

The story comes first and you build a setting
around that.”
of the human condition,
has been a great success
after its release this October. Tell us the backstory – how was the novel born?
I got a bee in my bonnet!
In the UK, about ninetyseven percent of money is
created out of nothing when
banks make loans. It’s not
spent well. Over half of that
money goes to mortgage
lending, creating a bubble
in the housing market, and

correct slogans, like “There’s
no magic money tree” and
“We’ve got to wipe out the
deficit” are taken as fact, and
used to win elections. It really infuriates me. So I wanted
to write a novel that exposed
the truth. But I wanted to
write a book which would be
read – not some boring economics manual! So I used
the bits about the history of
banking as a spine, and built
a novel about human nature
around that. I’d like to think

it works – that the banking
bits only take up a fraction
of the total book, allowing
the love story, and the story
about greed, to keep people
turning the pages!
►The

tell us a little about what
you found most exciting
about creating the setting?
The story comes first and
you build a setting around
that.
I love using all the senses
when I write: the smells
of Victorian London, the
sounds of an African forest,
the taste of Indian food. I
want to keep my settings
warm, magical even, and
at the same time I want to
keep them real. I love that
term – “Magical realism”.

story of the novel
is set in early 19th century Britain and shows
how bankers, having the
power to create money
“out of nothing”, have
shaped the world we live
in today. I am certain
that you did a lot of research not only on the
banking system but on
everything related with ►Metaphors have a huge
the period. Could you place in your novel and ►

From left
to right
novels:
Occupied,
Involution
& Evolution, The
Little Voice
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this gives your prose a
poetical touch. Do you
write in other genres as
well?

My third novel (The Little Voice) was written like
a memoir – it was a work
of “Psychological realism”.
Occupied was dystopian.
I’d like to think my novels So there’s a bit of variation
are “Same, same, but dif- there…
ferent”.
My novels are all fiction, ►What are you working
they’re all based on fact, on at the moment?
they all include exaggerat- Reclaiming my sanity!
ed characters, they all skip Money Power Love inthrough the years, and they volved eight months of inall focus on key political is- tense work, from dawn to
sues which are relevant to dusk, almost seven days a
the world we live in. With- week. Whenever I finish a
in this framework I like to book I need two to three
think I vary things up a months’ time out to recover
bit. My first novel (Involu- before I start up again…
tion & Evolution) rhymed,
and was written in present Thank you, Joss for your
tense, which is pretty niche. time! 				


►

Lynne Fisher
Med Aspects,
mixed media
16cm x 26cm

You can learn more about Joss Sheldon from
his website:
http://www.joss-sheldon.com/
Twitter @JossSheldon

►

Mr. Sheldon’s books can all be found on:
Amazon
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Galya Varna

New Creative Project
WeArtFriends
Galya Varna is a poet, book reviewer and amateur visual artist who lived too many years away from the sea.
Born in Varna, the summer capital of Bulgaria, on the
Black Sea Coast, this year, Galya Varna has fulfilled
one of her dreams – to live by the sea again. She has
moved from the Black Sea to Northern Greece on the
coast of the Aegean Sea.
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Galya Varna has been
writing poetry, short stories
and plays for many years.
She is currently working on
her first poetry book to be
published at the beginning
of 2018.
Some of her poems are freely
available on her blog www.
galyavarna.wordpress.com,
where one can also find re-

views of books that have
impressed her.
Galia Varna is also the driving force behind the new
creative project WeArtFriends and the bimonthly
online magazine Doorway
to Art. Language acquisition is another passion of
hers. Galya Varna holds a
MA in English literature and

“

Galia Varna is also the driving force behind
the new creative project WeArtFriends and the
bimonthly online magazine Doorway to Art”.

linguistics and is fluent also
in Russian, has considerable
knowledge of Norwegian
and Italian, Greek being
the language she currently
strives to acquire.
Her past experience in the
social work field helps her
build constructive relationships with individuals and
communities and she is very
willing to use this as an asset in the new project.
In the last years she worked
in the field of advertising and
media and this experience
has changed the perspective
and has given her a lot of
ideas on promoting art. 

►

You can contact Galya Varna on:
Twitter @GalyaVarna
Blog
www.galyavarna.wordpress.com
Facebook
Through the website
www.we-art-friends.com
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“

Galya Varna

You should never hurt a poet
You should never
hurt a poet!
For poets are
like children –
they are the ones
who read
the clouds
and find out
their real worth
and
are the first to see
the hidden
threads
that hold together
the planet Earth.
It’s true
they sometimes
might not
have both their feet
set firmly on the
ground
but you will miss
their presence
when they are not
around.
You would not
like
to hurt
a poet!
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For poets
will give
your happiness
and love
eternal sound,
a song
that’s full
of mountains
and seas
you never
saw,
overbrimming
with stories
that would have
stayed untold,
voices –
never heard,
faces –
never seen,
and essences –
dissolved into
the thin air
of a dream.
Do never
hurt a poet!
For it is only poets
that can hear
your
pain and sorrow

in a noisy crowd
and feel it
as their very own.
And they will
be the boat
to come
to the rescue
when your soul
feels down.

The tree
has taught me
how to trust someone,
how to share
not waiting for
anything in return,
how to let go
everything I have”

Thanksgiving
I am thankful
to the pomegranate tree
in the back yard
of our new home
for giving fruit
so generously
this year.
The pomegranates
we got from the tree
were full of
color,
warmth
and sweetness
and will last us
till spring.
I am thankful!

Be not afraid,
they’ll never
let you
drown.
So, dear friend,
do never hurt a
poet!

The tree gave us
all its children
without asking any questions,
although,
being newcomers
to the property,
it knew little to nothing
about us.
I am thankful!

Read,
think
and feel
and sometimes,
when befit
do cry a little.
Go on,
my friend,
turn over
that new leaf!

Now its leaves
have turned yellow,
Photo: @GalyaVarna
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some have fallen
loose
on the ground
and soon
it will be completely barren.
I am thankful!
The tree
has taught me
how to trust someone,
how to share
not waiting for anything
in return,
how to let go
everything I have,
how to die
and be reborn
without
much ado
about nothing.
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Summer in
a wheelbarrow
Tried to keep
my summer
in a wheelbarrow.
Planted greenery
and
added color.
Will it stay around
when
winter’s breath
arrives in town?

Has the rain
Has the rain
extinguished
autumn’s blazing colors?
Is this
white smoke
coming
in a cloud-like gyre
out of the fire site?
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Question

WeArtFriends 2018
Poetry Tournament
“WeArtFriends is about to launch its first POETRY
TOURNAMENT early in 2018. Stay tuned by joining
our mailing list at www.we-art-friends.com”

Photo: @GalyaVarna

“What’s the most important thing
on Earth?”,
asked the soul
before its birth.
“Being secure”,
replied the Dark.
“Love”,
was the response of Light.
While Galactic wind just laughed,
scribbling “Movement”
on the sky.

►In 2018 WeArtFriends

►The online magazine

is to launch a series
of creative competitions
and initiatives, the first one
to be devoted to poetry.

Doorway to Art
will come out every
two months.
We are open to submissions
for the Jan—Feb 2018
issue.

►If you would like

to be part of our 2018
POETRY TOURNAMENT,
visit our website
www.we-art-friends.com,
join our mailing list
and stay tuned!

►If you would like us

to review your poetry book,
novel or collection of short
stories visit our website
www.we-art-friends.com,
join our mailing list
and contact us.
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